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Musical tradition The John Ford Highland Bagpipe Band, a 
pipe-and-drum ensemble that has been a regular fixture at School of 
Medicine graduation ceremonies since 1996, ushered in the graduates 
during the Academic Processional of the 2005 Commencement 
Recognition Ceremony. The School of Medicine conferred 114 degrees 
on May 20: Ninety students received the MO degree, 18 received the 
MOf PhD degree, and six received the MOf MA degree. 
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and Teaching Center 
Located in the heart of the Washington 
University Medical Center, at the intersection of 
Euclid and Scott avenues, the Farrell Learning 
and Teaching Center will serve as the school's 
main venue for medical education. 
• 	The first classes are scheduled to be held 
there in fall 2005. 
• 	The latest technology throughout the 
building means, for example, that every 
seat in the lecture halls will be wired with 
power and data connections. 
• 	New spaces emphasize smal l group learning. 
Giving opportunities 
• 	Prominent naming opportunities are 
available throughout the building, starting 
at $25,000. 
• 	Annual Fund support, at any level, will 
help enable this important addition to 
medical education. 
Contact the Office of Medical Alumni and 
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GOVER The nano-scale technology created by Samuel A, 4 Healing arts 
Wickline, MD, and Gregory M, Lanza, MD, PhD, is poised to 
make a mega-scale impact on medical care , For more on this 
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Domino Effects BY MICHAEL PURDY 
lCU imensivists - phys icians who scudy the process 
of death and how to prevem it - bring the latest in 
medicine to critically ill patiems fighting for their lives, 
Mentors of Tomorrow BY STEVE KOHLER 
A new program demys tifi es the processes and problems 
of conducting basic and cli nica l research by pairi ng you ng 
residem physicians with career academic invest igators. 
~Ianomedicine BY GWEN ERICSON 
The multitasking ability of nanoparticles - microscopic 
globu les designed to ca n)' medicina l components ­
allows them to both idemify and target disease sites. 
Shades of Gray BY CANDACE O'C ONNOR 
The Cen ter for the Study of Ethics and Human Val ues 
leads faculty, scudems and the local community in an 
ongoing dialogue on human values and ethical behavior. 
Robert J. Rothbaum, MD, Martin I, Boyer, MD, and Lewis R, Chase, MD, 
celebrate receiving the Samuel R, Goldstein Leadership Awards in Medical 
Student Education at a recent ceremony in the Eric p, Newman Education 
Center. The annual awards - considered to be among the highest honors 
teachers at the School of Medicine can receive - recognize faculty mem­
bers who have made outstanding contributions to medical education, 
Goldstein awards honor top educators 
THREE OUTSTA N DING EDUCATORS recently 
received the Samuel R. Goldstein Leadership Awards 
in Medical Student Education, which recognize faculty 
members who have made outstanding contributions to 
medical education. 
The 2004 recipients of the Goldstein awards are 
Martin 1. Boyer, MD, associate professor of orthopaedic 
surgery and chief of hand and wrist service; Lewis R. 
Chase, MD, professor of medicine and chief of medical 
services at St. Louis Veterans Affairs Medical Center; 
and Robert]' Rothbaum, MD, professor of pediatrics 
and clinical ditector of the division of pediatric gastro­
enterology and nutrition. 
The annual leadership a'vvards were established in 2000 
in honor of Goldstein , a longtime supporter of the School 
of Medicine. The recipients were selected by faculty and 
peers after a formal nomination process. 
The Goldstein awatds aim to acknowledge the dedi­
cation of faculty members and are among the highest 
honors teachers at the medical school can teceive. 
"When it comes to educating medical students, 
Drs. Boyer, Chase and Rothbaum represent the best 
of the bes t, " says Larry]' Shapiro, MD, executive vice 
chancellor for medical affairs and dean of the medical 
school. "They are not only a credit to the School of 
Medicine, but also the entire medical profession. But it 
is our students who beneht most from these physicians' 
dedication and extraordinary teaching abilities." 
2 Pulse 
Medical school places among top three 
THIRD-BEST MEDICAL SCHOOL in the nation is 
the ra ting the School of Medicine received in the 2005 
US. News & World Report rankings of graduate and 
profess io nal programs. 
The School of Medicine ranked third after Harvard 
University and Johns Hopkins University, which moved 
into the second spot in this year's ranking. The No.4 
slo t went to the University of Pennsylvania. 
The report also revealed that the School of Medicine's 
students had the highest undergraduate grade point aver­
ages and the highes t scores on medical school entrance 
exams, Additionally, the m edical school ranked second 
in N ational Institutes of Health grant dollars avvarded 
per faculty member. 
"This is the eigh th consecu tive year the School of 
Medicine's students have had the highest undergradu­
ate grade po int averages and highest scores on medical 
schoo l enttance exams," says Larry J. Shapiro, MD, 
executive vice chancelJor fo r m edical affairs and dean 
of the Schoo l of Medici ne. "The medical school has 
remained in the top 10 since Us. N ews began its annual 
rankings in 1987. " 
Specialty areas at th e medica l school also were li sted 
among th e nati on's bes t. Internal medicine and pediatrics 
bo th ranked sixth in the nation, the drug and alcohol 
abuse program tied for 12th, women's heal th tied for 
11 th , and the AIDS program tied for 19 th . 
Total NIH support to medical schools FY2004 
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY $449,470,782 
While fourth overall in total NIH funding in fiscal year 2004. 
Washington University School of Medicine ranked third in dollars 
awarded in research grants among all U.s. medical schools. 
Summer 200 5 Outlook 
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Cicero to step down as vice chancellor for research, search committee to form 

HEMATOLOGY 
Gene therapy completely corrects hemophilia in laboratory animals 
AFTE R 10 YEARS OF LEADI NG the university's 
research enterp rise, Theodore ]. Cicero, PhD , vice 
chancellor for research, plans ro step down in June 2006. 
At that time, he will rerum ro his former posi tion as vice 
chairma n fo r research in the D eparrmen t of Psychiatry. 
C icero wi ll spe nd th e nex t yea r making the tra n­
siti o n from head ing the o ffi ce that coordina tes the 
research efforr s of the entire university ro focusing on 
his own research . 
"Ted Cicero has served Washingro n University 
extraord inar ily well as vice cha nce llor for research," says 
C hance llor Mark S. W ri ghro n. "H e has significa ntly 
strengthened our resea rch infras tructu re, launched the 
ewborn mice and dogs with 
hemophilia Awere restored to 
normal health through gene therapy 
developed by researchers at the 
School of Medicine. The technique supplied 
the an imals wi th a functioning gene for 
clotting factor VIII, a vital blood protein 
missing in hemophilia A. 
"The animals produced about 20 times 
more factor than in prior attempts using 
ge ne therapy for hemophilia A in dogs," says 
sen ior author Katherine Parker Ponder, MD, 
associate professor of medicine and of 
biochemistry and molecular biophysics. 
The immunesystem often blocks the clot­
ting activity of introduced factor VIII. But the 
researchers found that the newborn animals 
did not raise an immune response against 
their new factor VIII. In addition, the cells 
receiving the new gene multiplied as the ani­
mals grew, providing the adult animals with 
higher amounts of active factor VIII genes. 
The study was reported in the April 26, 
2005 issue of the Proceedings of the National 
Academy of Sciences. 
Hemophilia is an inherited bleeding 
disorder with two forms, Aand B, caused 
Outlook Summer 2005 
by genetic mutations that prevent normal 
production of key blood-clotting factors. 
Hemophilia A is the form occurring in 80 
percent of cases. An X-chromosome-linked 
disorder, hemophilia almost always occurs 
in males, and one in 5,000 human males 
are born with the disorder. 
"Hemophilia greatly restricts patients' 
lives," says Ponder, who also is a hema­
tologist at Barnes-Jewish Hospital. "People 
with the disease don't heal well after inju­
ries. Even running can cause bleeding into 
the joints:' 
Over the long term, hemophiliacs suf­
fer from joint damage and other compli­
cations related to excess bleeding. Gene 
therapy offers the chance that hemophilic 
patients could be freed from dependence 
on injected clotting factor. 
In the study, blood tests 
demonstrated all of the animals 
treated with the viral vector carrying 
the new gene produced factor VIII. 
The mice achieved an average of 139 
percent and the dogs an average of 
115 percent of normal factor VIII activity. 
In comparison, untreated animals with 
Theodore J. Cicero, PhD 
... ....... . .. .. . 

Office of Technology Management 
and contri buted ro the develop­
ment and implementation of 
policies governing all aspens of 
our research program. " 
Under C icero's lead ership , the 
univers ity's research enterprise has 
greari y expanded. In fisca l yea r 
1996, rotal research fund ing was 
juSt mo re than $244 millio n. 
Today, that fu nding has more than do ubled , with 
research suppOrt reaching almos t $535 milli on in fisca l 
year 2004. 
hemophilia Ahave less than one percent of 
normal factor VIII activity. 
"The ultimate goal is for gene therapy to 
work in humans, but humans have a more 
mature immune system at birth than mice," 
Ponder says. "In animals more closely 
related to humans, there will probably be 
more risk of an immune response against 
factor VIII. So, next we will investigate gene 
therapy tria ls in newborn primates with 
hemophilia to see if we can successfully 
treat hemophilia A:' 
j 
i 
Jost to chair radiological society 
R. GILBERT lOST, MD, th e Eli zabeth M al1inckrodt 
Professor and head of radiology, has been named chair­
man of rhe board of direccors of the Radiological Soc ie ty 
of Norrh America (RSNA). 
Acrive within rhe organiza tio n for yea rs, Josr wi 1.1 
se rve a one-yea r term as RSNA chair before becoming 
president-elec t and rhen president of rhe group. 
• 
The soc iety comprises 
more th an 37,000 radiolog isrs, 
radiation oncologisrs and rela ted 
sc ieJl[isrs commirted co promo tin g 
excellen ce in radiology through 
educarion and research, with 
the ultimare goa l of improving 
patlen r care. 
Josr is also rhe director of 
the Mallinckrodr Insriture of 
Radiology at rh e School of Medi cin e and an affiliare 
professor of com purer science ar rhe universiry. He 
is inrernarionally known for his wo rk CO expand and 
improve the LIse of info rmarion techno logy in rhe 
prac rice of di agnos ti c radiology. 
4 Pulse 
Fixing diabetic heart complications is 
focus of new clinical research grant 
A FIVE-YEAR, $14 MILLION GRANT will establish 
a center at the School of Medicine thar will develop 
be tte r ways to prevent and crea r hea rr disease in di aberic 
pa ti enrs. The grant was awarded by rhe N arional H ear r, 
Lung and Blood Insrirure of th e N atio nal Institures o f 
H ea lth (NIH). 
D iabetics who have hean atracks cu rrenrly confron t 
a poo r prognosis, acco rding to D aniel P. Kell y, MD, 
professo r of m edicine, pediarrics and o f mo lecula r biology 
and pharmacology. 
"H eart disease is rh e leading kill e r o f di aberics. 
When we trear diaberi c parieJl[s following a heart attack 
wi rh srandard cardiac rhera pies, rhey do no r res pond as 
we ll as non-diabetic parients," Kell y says. "We want co 
improve the way we understand and ca re fo r di abetics 
who are a r ri sk. of or who have suffered a hea n attack. " 
The new grant es tablishes a Specialized Center for 
C1inically-OrieJl[ed Research (SCCOR) in Cardiac 
Funcrion and Disease. KeHy w ill direct the ce nter, one 
of the firsr of a new generarion of NIH-sponsored 
resea rch centers designed co encourage heavy emphasis 
on cli n ical research. 
"One of rhe main goa ls of rhe new SCCOR grants 
is to aggress ively link resea rch discoveri es to imp roving 
parienr trea rments," Kelly expl ains. "Mo re rhan 50 per­
cent o f our cenrer's resea rch will be pa ri ent-o ri enred." 
A major resea rch in i ri ari ve o f rhe new center, led by 
Kelly, will be to study hearr attacks in animal mode.ls and 
apply the findings toward development of new diagnos rics 
and rreannems for human di abe ti cs. 
John Sperrus, MD, pro fesso r o f medicine and healrh 
ourcomes resea rch a r Mid-Ameri ca Hearr Insrirure and 
rhe University o f Missouri-Kansas C iry, will ap ply animal 
model res ulrs to patient populations, as well as srud y dif­
ferences in outcomes based on pati ent race and ethnic ity. 
Howa rd L. McLeod , PharmD, associate pro fessor 
of gene rics a r the Schoo l of Medic ine, will examin e 
how gene ri c differences in di abe ti c patienrs affect rh eir 
response to drug therapies. 
"The fin al goa l is to develop something called a 
diabetic cardiovascular panel," Kelly says. "It w ill he lp 
us srratify di abeti c patients based in part on the severiry 
of the metabo lic disease, a key srep toward choosing 
treatl11en t s traregies ." 
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OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
Neonatal research helps to determine delivery risks 
f a woman goes into labor before her 
baby is full term, her obstetrician must 
make a crucial recommendation : delay 
labor or allow it to continue. Delivering 
prematurely may increase the baby's risk of 
suffering from neonatal respiratory distress 
syndrome (RDS), a potentially fatal condition. 
School of Medicine researchers have 
generated new RDS risk estimates, published 
in the January 2005 issue of the American 
Journal of Obstetrics and Gynecology, that 
allow physicians to make those delivery 
decisions with far greater confidence. 
The syndrome occurs when newborn 
lungs have not fully matured and lack the 
normal coating in the tiny sacs where air is 
exchanged. RDS causes difficulty breathing 
and not only threatens survival, but also 
poses a risk of long-term health effects 
caused by oxygen deprivation. 
Physicians considering a preterm deliv­
ery estimate lung maturity by testing the 
amount of lung coating, or sur­
factant, present in amniotic fluid. 
Previous recommendations for RDS 
prediction listed one surfactant level 
indicating mature lungs and another 
lower number indicating immature 
lungs- but that left a gray lone in 
the middle that required educated 
guesswork by physicians. 
"Not only was there a gray lone, 
but when the surfactant tests were 
designed, they didn't consider the 
gestational age of the fetus," says 
senior author Ann M. Gronowski, 
PhD, associate professor of pathol­
ogy and immunology and of obstet­
rics and gynecology. "Everyone suspected 
that the cutoff numbers changed over the 
weeks of gestation, which meant the old 
guidelines weren't adequate:' 
Using astatistical model designed by 
Curtis A. Parvin, PhD, associate professor of 
pathology and immunology and biostatistics, 
the researchers set out to create recommen­
dations taking gestational age into account. 
The research group combined data from 
three studies of women and babies whose 
doctors had administered a test for amniotic 
surfactant shortly before delivery. The data 
showed whether the newborns had RDS, 
their gestational age and surfactant level. 
The results of the statistical analysis 
were arranged into convenient tables and 
graphs to determine the potential RDS risk 
based on both surfactant level and gesta­
tional age. For example, the absolute risk 
chart the team built shows that at 34 weeks, 
a baby with a surfactant level of 20 has a 73 
percent risk of RDS, while ababy showing a 
level of 60 has only a 3 percent risk. 
Having detailed information about the 
RDS risk in each situation gives physicians 
more choice in patient treatment. 
Pulse 5 
Heuser elected AAAS fellow 
JOHN E. HEUS ER , MD , professo r of cel l bio logy and 
physiology, has been elec ted a fellow of th e American 
Academy of Arcs and Sciences . 
H e is among 2 13 men and women elected thi s yea r 
by the academy, an organiza tion fo rmed in J870 ro cuJ­
tiva te the arrs and sciences and ro 
recognize leadership in scholarshi p, 
business, the am and public affairs. 
T he academy's membership 
of more than 4,500 includes more 
than 150 Nobel laurea tes and 54 
Pulitzer Prize w in ners. Fellows are 
selected th ro ugh a highly competi ­
tive process tha t recogni zes ind i­
John E. Heuser, M[) 
viduals who have made preem inenr 
co nr ributi ons ro thei r di scip lines and (Q sociery at large. 
H euser crea ted "quick-freeze, deep-e tch" electron 
m icroscopy, a pi oneering technique that lets biologists 
take detai led pictures of Ree ting events inside living cel ls. 
For decades, H euser has used this technique to ca pture 
th e molecular mechanisms that underlie many basic bio­
logica l activities, incl uding nerve cell signal-transmission, 
muscle contraction and , most recently, the fusion of 
viruses with cells during the spread of infection. 
G Pulse 
New genetics, genomic medicine division 
aims to transform pediatric patient care 
THE SE PARATE WORLDS of pa tient care an d 
genomic science will be brought roge ther in the new 
Division of Genetics and Genomic Medicine in the 
School o f Medicin e's Depanmem of Pediatrics . Plans for 
the d ivision map out a model of individ ualized medical 
care in which physicians look (0 the ir patienrs' genetic 
makeups ro determ ine the mos t effective treatment. 
"We've unraveled the human genome, and in th at 
genetic blueprinr are answers (Q medica l p rob lems," 
says Jonathan D . G itlin, M D, directo r o f the new divi­
sion and the H eJene B. Roberso n Professo r of Ped iatrics 
and professo r o f genetics. "Right now it isn't possible (0 
get aU th e answers we need and apply them (Q pa tienrs, 
but thi s division will es tablish a structure with which ro 
begin that effort. " 
The division will receive research gram s an d supporr 
from Washingro n Un iversiry Schoo l of Medicine and 
Sr. Louis C hildren's Hospital. Its goals mesh with those 
of Washing ron University's strategic research in iti a tive 
BioMed 2 1, which focuses on transla ti ng bas ic genetic 
data inro new th erapies and includes facul ry from th e 
schools of Medicine, Engineering & Applied Science 
and Arts & Sciences. 
Murris garners Potamkin Prize 
THE AMERI CAN ACADEMY OF N EU ROLOGY has 
awarded the 2005 Potamkin Prize for Resea rch in Pick's, 
Alzheimer's and Related Diseases ro John C. Morr is, MD , 
the Fri edman Distinguished Professor of N euro logy 
and d irecro r of the Alzheimer's D isease Research Cenrer 
(AD RC) at the Schoo.l of Medicine. 
The annual prize, regarded as the mos t prestigious 
in Alzheimer's research, honors scienr is ts fo r outstand ing 
com ributi ons (Q the understandi ng and trea tment of 
Alzheimer's d isease and related diso rders. Ronald Petersen, 
MD, PhD, of the Alzheimer's Disease Research Cenrer a t 
the Mayo Clinic College of Medicine, also was awarded 
the prize this year. Bo th were recognized for their pi o­
neering efforts in early d iagnos is of Alzheimer's disease. 
"I accep t individual prizes on behalf of the entire 
Alzheimer's Disease Research Cemer," says Morris, 
"beca use our studies truly represem the group effo rt of 
many wonderful co ll eagues." 





Normal breast tissue, upper 
t"'\._" left, contrasted with breast 
cancer tissue, which shows 
, high levels of the protein 
mammaglobin-A (brown). A 
:'" 
vaccine could prime immune -~- - . 
... ~.r- . . 
cells to attack cancer cells 
linked to this protein. 
ONCOLOGY 
Closing in on avaccine for breast cancer 
rogress toward development of abreast 
cancer vaccine has been reported by 
researchers at Washington University 
School of Medicine and the Siteman Cancer 
Center in St. Louis. 
Cancer-fighting vaccines stimulate 
immune celis to recognize tumor celis as 
foreign and destroy them. Physicians believe 
a vaccine-induced immune response could be 
used to supplement other cancer therapies or 
to immunize high-risk people against cancer. 
"We've been studying a protein called 
mammaglobin-A found in 80 percent 
of breast tumors," says Thalachallour 
Mohanakumar, PhD, the Jacqueline G. and 
William E. Maritz Professor of Immunology 
and Oncology in the Department of Surgery 
and at the Siteman Cancer Center. "The 
protein is especially interesting for cancer 
immunotherapy because of its frequent 
occurrence and because breast tumors 
express it at high levels:' 
In articles in the Journal of the National 
Cancer Institute and Breast Cancer Research 
and Treatment, the researchers report that 
they constructed a vaccine consisting of 
copies of the 0NA sequence that makes 
mammaglobin-A in humans. 
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Researchers theorized the 0NA vaccine 
would rev up special immune cells (T cells) 
to recognize mammaglobin-A as a foreign 
molecule when displayed on cell surfaces as 
an antigen (a small protein that the immune 
system may recognize). The primed T cells 
then would proliferate and attack when they 
met with mammaglobin-A antigens. 
"Mammaglobin-A is involved in breast 
development and secreted in breast milk," 
Mohanakumar says. "So we had to prove 
first that we could elicit an immune response 
to a protein that is in the body normally:' 
They injected the DNA vaccine under the 
skin of test mice that had been engineered 
so that their immune systems would react 
to the human mammaglobin-A like a human 
immune system. The researchers loaded 
specific cells in the mice with mammaglo­
bin-A antigens and found that the vaccine­
primed T cells attacked those loaded cells. 
The research team also transferred vac­
cine-primed T cells into mice with growing 
tumors that had or didn't have mammaglo­
bin-A antigens. Tumors with mammaglobin-A 
antigens stopped growing and shrunk in 
volume, while those without the antigens 
continued to grow at the usual pace. 
According to Mohanakumar, "the 
results demonstrated that the vaccine­
primed immune response is specific to 
mammaglobin-A antigens:' 
Breast tumors with mammaglobin-A 
antigens on their surface also may display 
antigens that come from multiple parts 
of the mammaglobin-A molecule. Further 
experiments confirmed the importance of 
generating T cells that can react to a variety 
of different mammaglobin-A antigens. 
When the research team tested a 0 NA 
vaccine containing the 0NA code for just 
one part of the mammaglobin-A molecule, 
they found T cells reacting to only that 
antigen, indicating that the method can 
generate immune cells that target specific 
parts of the mammaglobin-A protein. 
"Now that we've found how effectively 
an immune response can be generated 
to mammaglobin-A, we plan to conduct 
clinical trials in patients who are at very 
high risk for breast cancer and in patients 
who have had a relapse after initial treat­
ment," Mohanakumar says. 
"We want to see if giving patients the 
DNA vaccine can prevent or eliminate breast 







Intensivists strive to understand the 
science of critical care and improve 
survival rates of critically ill patients 
BY MICHAEL PURDY 
MANY PATHS LEAD TO THE INTENSIVE CARE UNIT. Nearly 5 million people are admitted to U.S. ICUs each year, and while trauma, violence and accidental 

injury are leading causes of those admissions, other maladies 

ranging from pneumonia to cancer to obstetrical disorders 

also can necessitate an ICU stay. 

The variety of conditions that pass through the ICU and 
the transitory nature of most patients' stays have orphaned 
these units and the physicians who work in them. No patient 
advocacy groups exist for ICU patients, and no federal agency 
is mandated to fund critical care research. Although other 
countries, notably Canada and Germany, have national research 
networks dedicated to systematically improving the care of 
critically ill patients, funding in the United States is fragmented 
among organ- or disease-specific institutes. 
But change is coming. J. Perren Cobb, MD, associate 
professor of surgery and of genetics, is leading a growing 
movement to increase public awareness of the value of 
critical care medicine. He and his colleagues, who practice in 
the ICU at Barnes-Jewish Hospital, are laying the groundwork 
for an integrated U.S. research network that will bring the latest 
methods in high-speed genetic analysis, systems biology 
and molecular biology to bear on the Question of how 
to better help critically ill patients fight for their lives. 
Washington University intensivists at Barnes-Jewish Hospital 
battle many challenges in critica l care, among them multiple 
organ dysfunction syndrome, in which one organ 's failure can 
bri ng other organs tumbling down like dominoes. 
Domino Effects 9 ~_____
DOMINO 

EFF C S 

"normal" levels of facrors like blood of Auids. And we have to decide 
pressure, water or porassium in rheir whar ro do." 
patients, Cobb notes, rhey rarger An inrensivist has to span rhe 
levels based on stud ies of healthy gamut of experrises, knowing a great 
l he condirion of being crirically ill is a relarively new component of the human experience. 
"Since the mid 20rh-century 
or so, we've been able to pur people 
on ventilarors and keep rhem alive 
in srates thar never exis ted before," 
Cobb says. "Nature has never had 
the opporruniry ro engineer a solu­
tion for rhese sra res, because, prior 
ro rhar rime, people simply died. " 
According ro Cobb, medicine's 
abiliry ro rrea r rhese parients still 
mostly amounts ro a holding mea­
sure - an ability ro keep patients 
alive temporarily while facrors within 
the patien t rhar doctors don't yer 
complerely understand determine 
who lives and who dies. 
"Basically, we don't really provide 
anyrhing that per se speeds rhe heal­
ing process," he says. "Whar we do is 
provide intravenous Auids, nutrition 
and an environment that we rhink 
- we hope - is oprimal for parient 
recovery, and parients are either 
going ro recover or they aren't." 
For example, when crirical 
care physicians srrive to maintain 
10 Domino Effects 
persons ar rest. 
"It's often unclear how truly 
helpful our effor ts are to maintain 
these normal levels in rhe cri ricaJiy 
ill," he says. "We cou ld be trying to 
alrer an adaptive response rhar might 
actually hel p rhe parient recover." 
This relarive lack of knowledge 
somerimes leaves Cobb and his col­
leagues - critical care physicians 
known as intensivists - acting as 
the arbirers of conAicring medical 
directives from other, more special­
ized physicians. 
"It's very common for the lung 
expert ro rell us we need to give a 
parient medicine to dry them out," 
he notes. "Bur then a kidn ey expert 
may come in and look ar the same 
patient and rell us ro give them lors 
deal about every organ and system 
while not necessar ily specializing in 
anyone of them, according to Cobb. 
"In a way, we're experts in rhe 
process of how people die," he says. 
"That's what we study - rhe process 
of death and how we can prevenr it." 
FROM ASYSTEMIC PERSPECTIVE, 
one of rhe key challenges intensivists 
have to deal wi th is th e inAamma­
tory response. 
"lnAammatory mediators are 
released into the bloodstream, so 
when this process of inAammation 
gets out of conrrol, ir's not JUSt 
confined to rhe area of rhe injury, 
ir involves the entire body, affec ting 
every organ," Cobb says. 
This can lead to multiple organ 
dysfuncrion syndrome, a condirion 
in which one or more organs fa il , 
and rhe supportive links between 
organs bring them all tumbling 
down like dominoes. 
Researchers have iden tified and 
derailed rhe properties of several 
differen t in Aammatory mediarors 
over rhe last 20 years. However, in 
all but one case, rheir srraregies for 
controlling these factors have been 
uniformly unsuccessful when tesred 
in human parients. 
It's this frusrrarion - having 
so much new information but srill 
being able to clinically apply so lirtle 
of it - rhar morivared Cobb to 
give up hi s role as a rrauma surgeon 
in favor of pursuing opportuniries 
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Decisions in the leu J. Perren Cobb, MO, right, with fellow intensivist Walter A. Boyle III, MO. 
it's very frustrating" says Cobb. 




to advocate for and adva nce change 
in the field of criti ca l care. 
"When a previously healthy 
person arrives at the hospital after an 
accidenta l inj ury, and we treat them 
using very advanced technology only 
to basically have them ebb away and 
die over a period of 24 to 48 hours, 
Scientists showed that the proto­
cols they establish ed produced con­
sistent results . This benchmark was 
essent ial for future plans to es tab lish 
large, long-term studies of genetic 
factors in critical care patients. 
A second majo r concern was 
whether the analyses were sensitive 
these patients' chances for surviva l is 
my professi onal passion. It's what I 
think abo ut day in and day out." 
FIVE YEARS AGO , Cobb and other 
physicians and scientis ts interested 
in building a nationally coordinated, 
high - tech approach to trauma care 
research received a large five-year, 
multicenter grant from the National 
Insti tu te of General M edical Sciences. 
Recen dy, as part of that research, 
the group published results of an 
important trial in Proceedings ofthe 
National Academy ofSciences. In the 
multicenter study, they assessed the 
activiry levels of all human genes 
in blood samples from critically ill 
patients and hea lthy vo lunteers . 
"\VIe had quite a few decisions 
to ma ke," says Cobb. "How much 
time should there be between pro­
cess A and process B? Should the 
blood be kept cold as it is brought 
to the lab, or warm, or at room 
tempera ture?" 
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enough to de tect ctl""blC~ 
in gene expression triggered by 
trauma. In blood samples ftom 34 
trauma patients and 23 healthy 
persons, scientists found significant 
changes in the activi ty levels of several 
key genes related to inflammation. 
COBB SUSPECTS the complex con­
nections between various inflamma­
tory factors, genes, organs and major 
systems in the body may be one of 
the bigges t reasons why effortS to 
improve critical care treatment have 
so far met with relatively little success. 
"For example, as we try to get a 
fix on the optimal levels of minerals 
in the bloodstream of critical care 
patients, we have to keep in mind 
that changing the level of one min­
era i wi ll affect the levels of o ther 
minerals," he expla ins. 
He hopes that the new technology 
for rapidly assessing gene activity levels 
and O(her advanced scientific tech­
niques \vill finall y provide scientists 
with the ability to identify and fully 
understand these connections. 
"We've been like a driver trying 
to fix a car without knowing the 
names of all the engine partS or how 
they're interconnec ted," Cobb says. 
"Now, we finally have the tools 
we need 
to begin to 
identify all the 
parts and their 
connections. " 
Assembling 
that list of partS 
and connections 
wi ll be a massively 
complex undertak ing. 
To that end, Cobb, 
who chairs an annual 
NIH meeting on critical 
care and genomics, has 
been recruiting scienti sts 
nationwide with a range 
of expertises to collaborate with 
cri ti ca l care expens. This includes 
intens ivist researchers locally who 
formed the Washington University 
ICU (WICU) group. 
He and other leaders of this 
movement have resolved to apply 
the guiding principles of the NIH 's 
Roadmap Initiative and Washington 
Universiry's own Biomed 21 initia­
ti ve: to take new insights from the 
lab to the patient's bedside as quickly 
as possible, bringing together experts 
from many different fields with the 
lates t genomi c assessment technology. 
"We're ve ry hopeful that in this 
decade and the next, the frustrations 
we experienced in the 1990s are 
going to give way to real advances 
in unders tanding the complex ity of 
these sys tems, " he concludes. "And 
that will allow us to begin to meta­
bolically engineer new so lutions that 
can actively help patients fight their 
way back to recovery." 0 




steers budding physicians 
toward a lifetime of discovery 
BY STEVE KO HLE R 
T
 IM W. SCHLOSS, MD, IS A CONVERT. 
He was a first-year intern in the Department of Medicine, focused intently on a career as a clinical cardiologist, when he encountered the Mentors in Medicine program. Now 
he's a senior resident with a successfully completed research project and 
a follow-up study in design. More broadly, he's become a believer in 
academic medicine and the value of clinical research. Schloss is now 
certain that his cardiology career will include a research component. 
Schloss' prior lack of participation in research is not unusual. 
The Association of American Medical Colleges reports that only about 
11 percent of graduating medical students say they will be significantly 
involved in research during their medical careers. "My exposure to 
research in m.edical school was limited," Schloss says, "and finding the 
time in a resident's schedule to undertake a research project has been 
a challenge." But participating in Mentors in Medicine and producing 
meaningful results, along with a first place poster a'vvard from the Society 
of Geriatric Cardiology and impending publication of his paper in a 
",n.S). national cardiology journal, is "exciting," he says. 
Working with his research mentor, noted geriatric cardiologist Michael 
W Rich, MD, Schloss designed a project which showed, counter-intuitively, 
that using aggressive approaches to treating hean attacks - cardiac cathe­
terization, stent procedures or even bypass surgery - in the very elderly 
is twice as effective in the long term as more conservative medical therapy. 
It's information that will imbue his practice of cardiology and a mindset 
that will guide his pursuit of medical knowledge. 
Michael W. Rich, MD, introduced senior resident Tim W. Schloss, MD, to the academic side of clinical cardiology. 
-.--.------------------------------------.......---­
T HE FOCUS OF MENTORS IN ME 0 I C I N E is not so much on specific results as on broad philosophy. The idea is 
to provide eye-opening research opportunities to 
bright, young physicians who are "hungry to answer 
clinically relevant questions but may not know exactly 
how to proceed," says Daniel M. Goodenberger, MD, 
professor of medicine and chief of the division of 
medical education in the Department of Medicine. 
Begun by Goodenberger and his colleagues three 
years ago, Mentors in Medicine aims to use mentor­
ship to demystifY the processes and challenges of 
research , both clinical and basic. The program has 
evolved to provide everything residents need to pursue 
a research question, from help with experimental 
design through laboratory and statistical techniques 
to securing funding. 
Today, Brian Dieckgraefe, MD, PhD, whom 
Goodenberger calls the "energy" of Mentors in 
Medicine, directs the program. Dieckgraefe, assistant 
professor of medicine, says, "The reality of medicine 
roday is that those interested in academic careers 
often get little formal help. Many people may aban­
don their goals of doing research because of a lack of 
information and no f..1.miliarity with what's required. 
This program formalizes a mentorship. And successful 
academic investigators all share one quality: They all 
sought career mentors to guide them." 
An accomplished researcher himself, Dieckgraefe 
also is pleased that the program may be forestalling 
endangered species status for academic physicians, a 
career path he says is under attack from uncertainties 
in funding, salary differentials and the debt that stalks 
so many medical school graduates. 
"Mentors in Medicine provides resources, a 
framework and illustrations of how it is possible to be 
successful," Dieckgraefe says. The program's assistant 
director, Thomas M. De Fer, MD, assistant professor 
of medicine, adds that Washington University is 
the perfect place for such a program: "Residents in 
more common hospital settings have no exposure to 
research . Here, this is the way we think; we see the 
ongoing need for academicians." 
The one-of-a-kind program - nothing like it 

exists anywhere else in the country - has several 

pans. Every intern who begins training in the 

Department of Medicine is assigned a general 
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mentor in a nod to the fire-tested practice of senior 
guiding junior. Beyond that, trainees can choose to seek 
out a research mentor, most often from among depart­
ment faculty, involved in the pursuit of questions of 
interest to the trainee. 
With that mentor's help and the support of 
Dieckgraefe, De Fer and others (notably Sharon Morgan, 
the department's assistant director of development and 
corporate education), the trainee, who by this time is 
usually in the first year of residency, develops a design for 
a research project and completes an application, learning 
grant-writing skills along the way. 
Rich, associate professor of medicine, who currently 
mentors four residents and fellows, says he volunteers 
both because he enjoys working with young investiga­
tors and finds their research projects interesting. "These 
are not huge, randomized trials, obviously, but the stud­
ies do make contributions to the field, and it's great for 
them to have an opportunity to work with a career inves­
tigator." He points to Schloss' project as one that has 
been well-received and generated interest. 
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It helps that the trainees come to their chosen labs 
with funding to cover the costs of their projects, Rich says. 
Otherwise, he and other mentors would be limited by 
what their own labs could bear financially. But Mentors 
in Medicine is also a grant-making organization. 
Modeled after government granting agencies to the 
largest extent possible, the program seats a review board 
that considers research proposals and takes one of three 




Leticia Perondi LUl, Sandeep Hindupur, Matthew Latacha and other Ilepartment 
of Medicine resident trainees pursue clinically relevant research Questions with 
help from career physician mentors and the support of Mentors in Medicine 
program leadership: Thomas M. Ile Fer, Mil, Brian Ilieckgraefe, Mil, Phil, and 
Ilaniel M. Goodenberger, Mil. 
their authors for revision, or 3) disapproves them with 
comments and a small stipend to encourage their further 
refinement and later resubmission. Most grants range 
from $3,000 to $7,000, enough to cover the cost of a 
laptop computer for data acquisition, statistical analysis 
and lab materials, De Fer says. Some grants are for more, 
and Schloss was pleased to learn recently that the follow­
up to his initial study had been funded this year for 
significantly more than the average. 
The necessary funds come as grants from phanna­
ceutical companies interested in advancing the next 
generation of research physicians, contributions that 
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Dieckgraefe and De Fer characterize as "unselfish 
and generous." They also point out that the fund­
ing is con trolled by the companies' research offices 
and not their marketing departments, with no strings 
attached and no corporate input whatsoever into what 
research ultimately is funded and pursued. All funding 
is pooled and then distributed so that no company is 
tied in any way to a particular research project. 
A smaller part of the program, but one that 
endows huge benefit, is the inclusion of noon lectures 
and casual dinners with eminent researchers invited to 
campus. Dieckgraefe says that the chance to interact 
casually with renowned investigators, asking questions 
such as "What mistakes did you make early in your 
career?" demystifies the research life and humanizes 
highly successful people. "Examples of how a career 
can be structured are particularly helpful ," he says. 
Goodenberger points out that such networking oppor­
tunities can be invaluable for junior researchers, as 
when they are introduced by their mentors as scientists 
of promise. 
In another bow to the reality of researchers' lives, 
every participant is expected to present the results of 
his or her study at an annual symposium; if the proj­
ect is not complete, then progress must be detailed. 
Presentation skills are fostered, and pharmaceutical 
house representatives are invited to learn how the 
funds they contributed have been spent. 
Mentors in Medicine is growing. The Department 
of Medicine has approximately 160 graduate physicians 
in training at anyone time, with about 50 senior resi­
dents graduating each year. This program now touches 
nearly half of those graduates. In the first year, 11 grant 
proposals were made, and all were funded. Last year, 
the number rose to 18. Most recently, 28 proposals 
were entertained, and 20 were accepted for funding, so 
competition is now a factor. Dieckgraefe believes that 
the program is approaching its optimum size, and he 
hopes to achieve a steady state. 
Goodenberger underscores the purpose: 
"Washington University is a leader at turning out 
people ,;vho excel in academic medicine. We want 
to continue that tradition in all available venues." 
Tim Schloss and his commitment to make 
research a permanent part of his career illustrate 
how it is being done. 0 
Visit outlook.wustl.edu for more on the Mentors in Medicine program. 







aid diagnosis and 
treatment of disease 
BY GWEN ERICSON 
Samuel A. Wickline, MD, 
and Gregory M. lanza, MD, PhD 
i mag i n e replacing numerous medical 
tests, scans or surgeries with a simple injec­
tion. That's the hope offered by nanoparticles 
- extremely small, bead-shaped carriers of 
medicinal agents. Using these tiny spheres, 
doctors will be able to locate disease sites deep 
within the body and at the same time deter­
mine their size, shape and diagnostic features. 
They can then adapt the nanoparticles to 
deliver a load of therapeutic drugs exactly 
where needed. Readily manufactured to con­
tain a variety of components, the particles can 
be tailored to each patient's unique condition. 
Co-inventors Samuel A. Wickline, MD, 
and Gregory M. Lanza, MD, PhD, have 
already seen their technology work against 
such major health challenges as cancer and 
cardiovascular disease in laboratory animals. 
Now they are set to test its effectiveness in 
human patients. 
Nanoparticles, illustrated at right, have an inert 
core coated with a layer of active components­
homing agents, imaging substances or drugs. 
Here, the particles (blue) are engineered to 
















Aforest of vasa vasorum 
feeds an atherosclerotic vein 
(above). Nanoparticies bind 
to extra vessels, revealing 
atherosclerotic deposits 












































With the buildup of artery-clogging deposits comes an • 
enhanced network of vasa vasorum - small vessels that • 
•feed blood to the walls of arteries and veins greater than 
•
1 mm in diameter. Treating atherosclerosis after major 
• 
vessels are dangerously constricted is reactive medicine. • 











[)rugs delivered by the 
nanoparticies aweek 
earlier reduced plaque 
angiogenesis. 
like a truck delivering cargo to 
• 
an assigned dock in a warehouse, •
• 
a nanoparticle transfers its drug •
• 
cargo to a targeted cell, contrasted •• 
with the typical model in which drugs •• 
diffuse throughout the body. 
• Detection
• 
• Tumors often are spotted only when they are dangerously 
• large and it is too late for nonsurgical treatment. Earlier
• detection of smaller tumors would greatly boost a cancer
• patient's prospects. Nanoparticles target the growing mass
• 
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and lipids enter 
the membrane 
of a targeted 
melanoma cell. 
Although the nanoparricles are a few thousand times 
smaller than the dot above an " i, " each can carry hundreds 
of thousands of molecules on its surface . 
To induce the panicles ro home in on a target , the 
resea rchers attach molecules on the su rface that recognize 
and bind ro complementary molecules on the surface of 
target cells, whether the targe t is a cancerous tumor or a 
plaqu e in an an ery. 
A suspen sion of the nanopanicles can then be 
injected into the bloodstream where the panicles travel 
until they reach th eir objective . 
those in standard use for human heart or brain sca ns. 
T he same rumors were invisible when scanned in the 
absence of the nanopanicles. 
Because they can pinpoint and then illuminate tiny 
regions, the nanoparricles have great potential for spotting 
disease sites at the early stage when treatment is most 
effective. They also can take uncertainty out of patient 
follow-up by definitively highlighting areas where disease 
symptoms have just begun ro recur. 
With the capacity to ca rry therapeutic agents also in 
The ability ro target internal disease si tes with an the nanoparticles' array, doctors will have a full-function 
externally administered therapy is a leap forward, but the medical missile available ro them. "We've reached the era 
ability to visually co nfirm that they are reached adds an of targeted drug delivery where you now can see drugs 
important dimension . being delivered to th e right place," asserts 
When loaded with an imaging agent in Wickline , professor of medicine and alsoNanoparticles have 
addition to a homing agent, the panicles a ca rdiologist at Barnes-Jewish Hospital. great potential for 
can both find disease si tes and "light them "With nanotechnology, we've been 
up"; that is, make th em easy ro visualize spotting disease sites ab le to bring Paul Ehrli ch's concept of a 
using widely available scanning methods at the early stage when magic bullet to realization ," Lanza adds. 
such as MRI, CT or ultrasound. Ehrlich, winner of the 1908 Nobeltreatment is most 
" In the past, experiments with targeted Prize in Physiology or Medicine, sought
effective. They also can
molecular imaging using other types of car­ compounds th at would be specifically 
riers fail ed because the signal at the target take uncertainty out attracted to and kill di sease-causing organ­
site was roo faint, " says Lanza, associate of patient follow-up isms, with no harmful effect on the body. 
professor of medicine and a cardiologist at "Like Ehrlich's magic bullet, ourby definitively
Barnes-Jewish Hospital. "But our nanopar­ nanoparticles are arrracted to a par ticular 
ticles vastly increase the density of imaging highlighting areas disease site. Because they accumul ate at 
agent a t the site so that the signal becomes where disease a welJ-defined location, they have littl e 
quite strong. " effect on the res t of the body," Lanza says . symptoms have 
That's because the amount of surface I n contras t, standard drug admi nistra­just begun tion dilutes medication through­area ava il able for attaching imaging agents 
............
to the nanopa rticles is enormous. Say you to recur. out a person's system. \Xfhile a 
have a cube just one inch on each side. .. :':::.:.:.:.~::::"" portion of the medication even­
To cover that cube wou ld require just six .... .... w all y reaches the area where it 
sq uare inches of paint, a Spot about two and one-half is needed, it also goes where it isn't needed in equally 
. .inches wide. But if you cut the cube into a bunch of toX1C concen natlons . 
tiny cubes abo ut the size of the nanoparticles, you would Already-tested versions of the nanopanicles loca te [ need 600,000 square inches of paint to cover them. Th at's tumors and atherosclerotic plaques using small homing 
enough paint for a waH 10 feet high and 400 feet long. molecules arrracted to proteins abundant on the cells 
In a set of laboratory experiments, the researchers of newly forming blood vesse ls. 
loaded their particles with about 100,000 molecules As tumors grow, they recruit new blood vessels ro 
each of a metal that p rovides contrast in MRI scans and obtain nutrition. Anerial plaques also stimulate the 
a few thousand molecules of an agent that homed in on growth of capillaries around them. So, bo th abnormal 
growing tumors. The high payload of metal molecules growths can be detec ted using the same homing strategy. 
allowed the resea rchers ro see tiny, two-millimeter-wide Drugs specifically designed to kill cancer cells or to 
melanoma tumors in mice using MRI scans id entical to dissolve plaques can be included on these nanoparticles 
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along with homing and imaging agents. Then the bright­
ness of the image at the site reveals both the size of the 
les ion and the amount of drug that reached the si te. 
T he treating physician would have complete information 
abou t dose achieved the same day the treatment was 
given and co uld quickJy adjust treatment as needed. 
"The nanoparticle technology is really the next step in 
perso nalized medicine," Wickline says. "There's a lot 
of in teres t in individualizing medicine by analyzing 
each patient 's genome. The genome interacts with its 
enviro nment in ve ry complex ways so that the results 
often can't be predicted exactly. " 
"On the other hand ," Lanza says, "the nanoparticles 
loca te what's already present in the body." 
"Right, " Wickline says. "We're no t reading the 
sc ript - the genes - we're looking at the actors ­
the proteins. We're the critics wa tching the playas it 
happens, not reading it as it was written." 
That means that each pati ent 's hea l th status ca n 
be analyzed and treated as a unique case, instead of a 
Washington University has sup­
ported setting up the Center for 
Applied Nanomedicine, directed 
by Lanza, in a new building 
being constructed east of the 
medical campus. Developed by 
CO RTEX, the Center of Research, 
Technology &Entrepreneurial 
Exchan,ge, the building is 
designed to house laboratories 
and offices for St Louis's grow­
ing biotechnology industry. 
Wickline and Lanza will open 
their nanotechnology laboratories 
in the CORTEX building 
in January 2006. 
generalization. The nano technology can be des igned 
to peer directly at th e biochemical and molecular mark­
ers in the body and report what it sees. This ability is 
un ava il able through even the most sophisti ca ted of 
scanning dev ices, blood tests and genetic analyses. 
"Our nanotechnology is very flexible ," W icklin e 
says. "During the course of treatment , a doctor cou ld 
dec id e to target a different biomarker or n umerous 
markers sim ultaneously." 
H exibility allows the nanoparticles to be loaded 
with combinations of compounds and used as a one-step 
diagnostic test. One injection could revea l the propor­
tion s of different biomarkers and indicate the nature of 
a disease - how aggressive a cancer is or how li ke ly a 
plaque is to rupture, for example. 
The medical school 's BioMed 21 initiat ive ca lls 
for effic ien t developmen t of laborato ry di scover ies in to 
prac ti ca l medical applications, and Wickline and Lanza 
have support from both the medical school and corpo­
rate partners to ensure their technology w ill be rapidl y 
put to use for the benefit of patients. 
They have built collaborations with Phillips Medical 
Systems, Dow Chemical , Bristol-Meyers Squibb Medica l 
Imaging, and a local company they found ed ca ll ed 
Kereos Inc., which will set up clinica l tria ls. They also 
have received $15 million in support from the National 
Institutes of Health. 
"We've maintained control of the tec hnology instead 
of licensing it out so that we can make sure it develops 
(0 its fullest potential," Lanza says . 
"This technol ogy can stro ngly 
affect the practice of medicine, and 
we intend to have it do so," 
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How can such a patie~t achieve a dignified death? 
"The answer is palliative care, in 
which an interdisciplinary team of 
physicians, nurses, chaplains and 
social workers come in and say: 
'What did your dad really want?' 
and 'What can we do?'" says Ira J. 
Kodner, MD, director of the Center 
for the Study of Ethics and Human 
Values, which has helped launch this 
new program. 
Gathering people from around 
the university to tackle thorny ethi­
cal issues is the mission of the center, 
founded in 2003. Faculty, students, 
community leaders , even national 
experts gather for thoughtful debates 
of such questions as embryonic stem 
cell research, medical malpractice 
and tort reform or nationalized 
health care. And center-sponsored 
programs extend to even broader 
value-based questions, as in a confer­
ence this April called "Democracy 
and Global Justice" or a lecture in 
February by former Senator Robert 
Kerrey on "Uncovering Truth in a 
Democratic Society." 
The result is a program that is 
already assuming a leadership role 
nationally for its unusual, interdisci­
plinary focus in which social workers 
talk to medical practitioners, lavvyers 
to philosophers, surgeons to econo­
mists. Some of its projects are also 
unique. Currently, Barnes-Jewish 
Hospital is the largest teaching hos­
pital in the United States to have a 
22 Shades of Gray 
palliative care program. This sum­
mer, the Internal Revenue Service 
Office of Professional Responsibility 
will circulate to IRS field offices 
across the country a Tax Ethics DVD 
for lawyers, certified public accoun­
tants, and other tax professionals 
developed by the center. 
"This university-wide program 
is of vital importance, because ethics 
and human values affect all students 
and faculty and all programs of 
education and scholarship," says 
Chancellor Mark S. Wrighton. 
"I am grateful to Dr. Kodner for 
taking an impressive leadership 
role in building a program of high 
quality having great value to our 
university community." 
The center also collaborates with many 
groups and institutions in sponsor­
ing programs, such as the Interfaith 
Partnership of Sr. Louis and the 
University of Missouri-Columbia 
for a program on religious views of 
stem cell research, and the Jewish 
Community Relations Council for 
a discussion of the Darfur crisis. 
Recently, the center teamed up with 
Edison Theatre on a panel discussion 
in conjunction with performances 
of "Hiroshima Maiden ," based 
on the story of Japanese women , 
disfigured by the atomic blast, 
who were brought to the U.S. for 
reconstructive surgery. 
Sometimes center-sponsored 
discussions focus more narrowly on 
the needs of a single department. 
In surgery, for example, Mary E. 
Klingensmith, MD, coordinates 
monthly sessions in which residents 
can eat pizza and discuss ethical 
issues that they have faced, includ­
ing religious prohibitions on blood 
transfusions. 
"The personnel, expertise and 
programs of the Center for the Study 
of Ethics and Human Values are a 
very valuable resource to the entire 
Washington University community, " 
says Larry J. Shapiro, executive vice 
chancellor for medical affairs and 
dean of the medical school. "The 
School of Medicine has long been 
noted for its excellence in fundamen­
tal investigation, clinical care and 
educational programs. Through 
the work of the center, we will 
become acknowledged as leaders 
in the development of important 
ethical principles that will guide 
decision making in the future." 
But the center does not limit 
itself to fostering discussion: It 
also sponsors ethical research and 
education through faculty and stu­
dent grants of up to $5 ,000 each. 
Students, in fact, playa key role 
in planning the center's programs 
and setting its agenda. On a recent 
Saturday, Kodner hosted a picnic at 
his home to discuss with interested 
students which areas should be a 
priority this year. Soon, sheets of 
newsprint were filled with project 
suggestions, including health care 
for the underinsured, "isms" such 
as sexism or racism, and most of ali, 
basic ethics communication. 
"That was surprising to us: 
There is a significant interest in 
simply the idea of what ethics is 
all about," says Stuart D. Yoak, the 
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center's executive officer. "One 
thing the center focuses on is that 
different professions have different 
terms and concepts about values, so 
the students wanted to understand 
the lawyer's concept, the business 
person's concept and the medical 
view in order to move toward a 
common approach. " 
Ideas for new ventures may also 
come from the center's executive 
committee, headed by University 
College dean Robert E. Wiltenburg 
and composed of senior faculty and 
administrators, or its program com­
mittee, made up of other interested 
university faculty. Last year, they 
set "truth" as the theme for their 
activities and this year are shifting 
to a related topic - "responsibility" 
- which ties in to a range of issues, 
from environmental policy to 
academic integrity. 
Of course, mounting programs 
on such topics takes money. Initial 
$100,000 leadership grant from the 
Arthur and Helen Baer Charitable 
Foundation. Operational support 
has come from Arts & Sciences, the 
School of Medicine, the Barnes­
Jewish Hospital Foundation and the 
Medical Staff Association. 
These many facets of the center 
mean full days for Kodner, also 
the Solon and Bettie Gershman 
Professor of Colon and Rectal 
Surgery, who first became interested 
in ethical issues years ago while 
teaching an elective in the medical 
humanities program, "Dealing with 
Sick Folks and their Families." 
"We got into issues of rruth­
telling and delivering bad news and 
answering religious questions," says 
Kodner. "For example, when patients 
say to us - 'Why is God doing this 
to us?' - how do you respond?" 
His own patients, half of whom suffer 
from colon or rectal cancer, also have 
funding for the center has come taught him about the need for com­
from 10 community backers who passion. "We have come to think that 
have pledged $50,000 each , and a the end of life means a defeat for us as 
The Center for the Study of Ethics and Human Values 
Ripped from the headlines? Through its topical seminars, the center continues 
to probe some of the most sensitive and ethically challenging issues of our time. 
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physicians and nurses, but I know it 
isn't," he adds. "Sometimes the most 
gratifYing thing we can do is guide 
a patient to an honorable death." 
That's where palliative care 
comes in, one of the most successful 
center efforts to date. Already, the 
hospital has hired a palliative care 
physician and is reviewing applica­
tions for a dedicated nurse practi­
tioner. Business planning for the 
program has been helped by a con­
sulting team of MBA students and 
faculty at the John M . Olin School 
of Business, while the cross-campus 
educational component will be 
handled by students from social 
work, medicine and law. 
Along with donors Jack and 
Ellen Deutsch, the other major 
sponsor of this project is university 
friend Dorothy Moog. 
"All we are doing is bringing 
together components of a great uni­
versity," says Kodner. "And it gives 
all of us a huge sense of pride that 
the center is helping to accomplish 
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Family affair: Nam Hoai Le, MO 05, celebrates his residency notification with 
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ATCH DAY WAS HELD MARCH 17, 2005, 
and 106 of rhe 114 graduari ng med ica l srudenrs rook parr in rhe 
Nariona l Res idenr Marching Program. During 
rhe annual ce remony, se nio r medical srudenrs 
in rhe Unired Srares learn which residency 
programs rhey will enrer. School of Medicin e 
graduares are highly successful in obraining 
comperirive rraining programs. In 2005 , 
45 percenr of rhe grad uaring class selecred a 
primary care held and 19 percenr marched 
inro highly comperirive surgical subspecialry 
rralnlng posJ[!ons. 
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Jill Gibson, MO 05 K, ra Ellen Srernhcll 
Pooja Swamy 
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DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY 
Victoria Ye. Chen 
Auguse AlexandcrlloHing 
Yasha Kadkhodavan 
James Kelly , 
GENERAL SURGERY 
Anson Michael Lec 
\/iing Lin 
INTERNAL M EOIClr~E 
Karen Lynn Ausrin 
Denise I~enca Flinn 
Jill El izabeeh Gibson 
Meagan Anne Jacoby 
Scorr Benjamin i\!1arrus 
Sha nnon Eileen O'Mahar 
Amy Elizabeeh Rick 
Lukas Delben \Vanillan 
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
Lorie Michelle Harper 
Berh Marie LcwkolVski 
ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 
Jakub Sruarr La nger 




Naill Hoai Le 
Smile-inducing results: 
Nia Mitchell, Mil 05 
PSYCHIATRY 
Mollie Rebecca Gordon 
Cynrhia Elise Rogers 
Jeremy Ryan T hompson 
RADIATION ONCOLOGY 
Elizah"h Ann Kidd 
SU RG ERY-PRE LI MINARY 
Genoa Gocrz Ferguson 
St. John's Mercy Medical Center 
FAMILY PRACTICE 
John Allan Campbell 
OBSTETRICS AND GYNECOLOGY 
Michelle Lyn Larson 
SL 	Louis Children's Hospital 
PEDIATRICS 
Caeherine Carol Cibulskis 
Mich ael A. Cil ibeno 
Pooja Bhoia narh Dhumc 
Sh,Hon Suza nne McDelnicl 
Bradley Willia m O rnsrein 
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Saint Louis University 
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Liserrc M,,,ie Ramos 
INTERNAL MEDICINE-PRELIMINARY 
Seeven Kuei-Ku Lin 
Washington University 
School of Medicine 
NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY 





Parrick John Bushard 
Leo Hongli Wang 
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New York Eye and Ear Infirmary 
OPHTHALMOLOGY 
Anne Berenbo1l1 
New York Presbyterian 
Hospital-Columbia 
PEDIATRICS 
Dawn Marie \Xlerzel 
Rochester 
University of Rochester-Strong 
Memorial Hospital 
PEDIATRICS 
Kcnisha Natalie Campbell 
NORTH CAROLINA 
Durham 
Duke University Medical Center 
INTERNAL MEDICINE 
Shailaja Janaki Sathy 

Sabrina Jill Scone ' 

oH I 0 
Cincinnati 
Cincinnati Children's Hospital 
PEDIATRICS 
William Biggins Tafr 
And the winner is ... 
Erica Freeman, Mil 05 
TENNESSEE 
San Antonio 





Carlo Ober Marrinez 
UTA H 
Salt Lake City 
University of Utah 
OPHTHALMOLOGY RESEARCH 
FEL LOWSHIP 
Na tal)," Rom<lniv 
WASHINGTON 
Seattle 
University of Washington 
INTERNAL MEDICINE 
SCO[t Jeffrey Seeigcl 
PED IATRICS 
Erica Renee Freemall 
Krisein a Ai Toneray 
PLASTIC SURGERY 







University of Wisconsin 

Hospital and Clinics 

NEUROLOGICAL SURGERY 
Brandon George Rocque 
Milwaukee 
Medical College of Wisconsin 
PEDIATRICS 
Alisen Brie Hus k" 
OTHER 
Deferring Residency Training 
AJex Marrin DeShields 
Mary I\nn Tan Gimenez 
Jle Y Jung 
Here's to the Class of 2005! 
John Campbell, Mil 05, and 
his wife, Colleen, are in good 
spirits, and good company, 
as they lift their glasses 
in Match lIay celebration. 
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Andrea Lynn Bennerr 
Rurh Barron Seabrook 
Marie Kogers Warerhouse 
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ORTHOPAEDIC SURGERY 













Brandon Aaron rt'1ll0 
TEX A S 
Dallas 
Baylor University Medical Center 
DIAGNOSTIC RADIOLOGY 
Sajan Thap<l!' Mahajan 
University of Texas-Southwestern 
Medical School 
UROLOGY 
Karen Elaine Rushe 
Houston 
Baylor College of Medicine 
INTERNAL MEDICIr~E 
Percy Francisco Morales 
C. Robert Cloninger, MD, Anthony F. Sansone III, Carrie Sansone, Christine Sansone, Deby Sansone and Anthony F. Sansone Jr. dedicate the 
Peggy Sansone Memorial Lecture series and Sansone Family Center for Well -Being. Not pictured: Michael, Nikki and Lilly Sansone. 
Caring resource 

Sansone family strives to ease the struggle of depression 
PEOPLE WITH CONDITIONS 
such as diabetes or heart problems don't hesitate to see a physician 
for treatment. But when a person has depression, he or she often 
suffers alone, leaving fam ily and friends feeling helpless as they watch a loved one 
struggle. O ne Sr. Louis family's tragedy inspired them to help others suffering 
with depression, a debilitating and sometimes fatal disease. In 2002, Anthony F. 
Sansone Jr. and his seven children established the Peggy Sansone Special Angel 
Foundation to offer people with depression and their families a place to turn for 
support and answers . Improving treatment options to include an examination of 
how spirituality can become a component of care is one of its many goals. 
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The family's motivation is personal. Peggy Sansone, Tony 
Sansone's wife and the mother of their children, rook 
her own life in 2001. 
"Peggy was undiagnosed for the most part and didn't 
receive proper treatment," says Sansone, a principal with 
the Sansone Group in C1ayron MO. "We feel that the 
system is flawed, and we want to figure out how to help 
people talk about this disease openly, in addition ro 
deve loping more effective and compassionate ways of 
evaluating and treating people with depression ." 
The Sansones also wish to honor C. Robert 
Cloninger, MD, the Wallace Renard Professor of 
Psychiatry, for the support he gave the family in their 
darkest hours following Peggy's death. In gratitude, they 
have established the Peggy Sansone Memorial Lecture 
series and the Sansone Family Center for Well-Being 
at Washington University School of Medicine. 
"I think Tony and his family rea lized that turning 
inward wouldn't be helpful for th em or for the commu­
nity, " Cloninger says. "They have courageously and 
generously decided to come forvvard and raise awareness 
of depression, in addition to providing a resource for 
people struggling with this disease." 
Peggy Sansone visited numerous therapists but was 
not diagnosed with depression and referred to a psychia­
trist until she was severely depressed. And even when 
she was hospitali zed, her family didn't feel as if her phy­
sicians were well prepared to treat her. They saw Peggy 
become even more hopeless in the hospital environment 
where she received treatment. 
"The facility had bars and wasn't conducive to feel­
ing good or productive," says Anthony F. Sansone III, 
the couple's eldest son. "It made her feel worse." 
Before turning to Washington University, Sansone 
and his family spent nearly two years desperately trying 
to obtain effective treatment for Peggy's illness. He was 
referred to Cloninger by a national expert on depression , 
who told him: "You don't need to see me; the leading 
depressio n specialist is right there in St. Louis." Cloninger 
responded immediately to Sansone's call for help, telling 
him he could see Peggy within the hour. Unfortunately, 
she got only as far as Cloninger's door, then turned back. 
"He's a man of compassion and a wonderful human 
being," Sansone says of Cloninger, who is now director 
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of the Sansone Center for Well-Being. "I've talked ro 
many of his colleagues, and they have unanimously 
praised his talent, his heart, his faith and his practices. 
We're as lucky to have him as Washington University is." 
The Peggy Sansone Memorial Lecture series addresses 
topics associated with the treatment, cure and prevention 
of depression and also examines the role of spirituality 
in personality development. According to Sansone, 
the purpose of the lecture series is to inform clinicians 
of different approaches and of the importance of the 
physician's role as therapist. 
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The Center for Well-Being, now housed in the Department 
of Psychiatry, currently studies the development of posi­
tive emotions and life satisfaction using a combination 
of approaches, including moleCLllar genetics, brain 
imaging and longitudinal studies. 
The Sansones hope th at the Center for Well-Being 
someday will be a separate facility, with a warm and 
compassionate environment. They envision it as a place 
of respite and comfort where patients will get better 
and be able to resume their lives. 
The Sansones have received plenty of support from 
their own extended family - more than GO members 
faithful and strong. And they hope their efforts will 
encourage people with depress ion to seek help early ­
to give interventions time to work - and remember 
that they're not alone. They also want ro spare another 
family the loss and pain they've experienced. 
"There are so many people who are suffering and 
going untreated just as Peggy did," Sansone says. 
"We want to make getting help easier. It's our challenge 
to make a difference." 
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REUNION 2005 brought together a community of medical 
alumni to celebrate and learn. This gathering of physicians , 
scholars and longtime friends featured educational programs, 
medical center tours, dressed-up dinners and down-home fun. 
From the Class of 1995 starting the reunion tradition with 
their 10th to the Class of 1940 proudly feting their 65th, 
at the School of Medicine, everyone was home again. 
PHOTOS BY MARK BEAVEN , ROBERT BOSTON AND DAN DONOVAN 
Saundra Hudson 
and James M. Hudson, 
M 0 75, enjoy the 
reunion nightlife. 
Celebrating at the 
15th reunion class 
dinner are Kathleen 
Cizek and Gregory 
R. Cizek, M 0 90. 
Allan H. Pribble, M 0 65, looks for familiar faces among 
the pictures from his student days. 
Five members of the Class of 1940 gathered for 
what may become a new School of Medicine 
tradition: the 65th reunion. They looked over 
student photos, left, compared stories and 
discussed their careers. Standing at right are 
Willard O. Rowland, MO, John S. Skinner, MO, 
and Llewellyn Sale Jr., MO. Seated are Seymour 
Brown, MO, and Richard L. Landau, MO. 
I 

Eric O. Green, M 0 87, PhD 87, HS 91, told fellow 
IIalumni about his frontline participation in the 





David L. Rosenbaum, M 0 60, finds out about 
community outreach from first-year student 
Kari Wana t. 
Looking back, looking forward 
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Betty Geren Uzman, M D 45, James S. Louie, MD 65, 
entertains classmates.greets lifelong friends. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 

TS. Park, MD, and Mee-Aeng 
M D 60, and class­
Joseph W. Eades, 
Park were among the celebrants 
mate H. Denny who attended the reunion 
Donnell Jr., M D 60. awards banquet to honor faculty 
colleagues and friends. 
Newest alumni: 
Days before graduation, 
the Class of 2005 was 
welcomed to the 
Alumni Association 
during the reunion 
awards banquet. 
Pictured are Karen 
Reisiger and Kara 
Barnett with Ashley 
Ann E. Starr, MD, catches up with Class of 1995Steed, a student in 
the Medical Scientist 
Training Program. 
colleagues Christopher M. Palmer, M0, and David J. 
Caccamo, MD, at the Welcoming Reception. 
ItMpecting new digd 
Hardhat tour: Alumni receive 
asneak peek at the Farrell 
Learning and Teaching Center 
as it nears completion. With 
its wi-fi cafe and clinical skills 
instruction suite, the building 
will open a new door in medical 
education, reported the student 
leaders who led the tour. For 
one tour participant, wearing the 
hard hat is as cool as it gets. 
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M. Gilbert Grand, MD, HS 76, Robert l. Grubb Jr., MD, HS 73, James E. Darnell Jr., MD 55, 

Eric D. Green, MD 87, PhD 87, HS 91, Alan Permutt, MD 65. 

Distinctly uniform greatness 

The School of Medicine honored five outstanding members of the Washington University Medical Center community 
at the Reunion 2005 Awards Banquet. 
Alumni, faculty, family and friends gathered 
to celebrate these physicians for their laud­
able contributions to clinical research, basic 
science and patient care. 
Distinguished Service Award 
Robert l. Grubb Jr., MD, HS 73, is the 
Herbert Lourie Professor of Neurological 
Surgery and professor of radiology at 
Washington University School of Medicine. 
Walter L. Meyer, M D 50, and Meredith J. 

Payne, M D 50, live it up at thei r 55th reunion . 

Alumni/Faculty Awards 
M. Gilbert Grand, MD, H S 76, is professor 
of clinical ophthalmology and visual sciences 
at Washington University School of Medicine. 
Alan Permutt, M D 65, is professor of cell 
biology and physiology and of medicine at 
Washington University School of Medicine. 
He is also director of the Diabetes Research 
and Training Center at the School of Medicine 
and of the Institutional National Service 
Research Training Program in Endocrinology 
and Metabolism. 
Alumni Achievement Awards 
James E. Darnell, MD 55, is the 
Vincent Astor Professor and Head of the 
Laboratory of Molecular Cell Biology at 
Rockefeller Universi ty. 
Eric D. Green, MD 87, PhD 87, HS 91 , is 
the scientific director of the National Human 
Genome Research Institute of the National 
Institutes of Health. 
From the Class of 1955: Miles C. Whitener, MD, Robert C. Drews, MD, Waller 
W. Cooper, MD, and Glendall L. King, MD. 
GenerOdiLy 
Yearbook review: 
Brian E. Lawner and 
David P. Miller, both 
M 0 95, make a list of 
those who didn't come 
\\ J"hH\~I!ln \ I1IH'b\l~ ""\\1.10\ III \ kd\Ul\.; 
.1,/i.,,,,.t..,I!I!I" I ~,,,,, t. 
( IH'.!"IW.j ,{"lIt'lI<l L.yo.iAiw<W 
to the 10th reunion . 
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James W. Fleshman Jr., MO 80, 
chaired reunion sessions as president 
of the Washington University Medical 
Center Alumni Association while 
celebrating his 25th reunion. 
50th Reunion pride: 
Harold L. Stratton, M 0 55. WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
Willard O. Rowland, MO 40, and Llewellyn Sale Jr., MO 40, 
take a look down Memory Lane (a.k.a. Euclid Avenue). 
ltny back whelM 
 Bruce R. Brodie, MO 70, and Dora Brodie compare the St. Louis sunset to those seen back home in Greensboro NC. 
Robert B. Stewart, M 0 50, proudly shows his copy of 
the Evarts Graham biography to his wife, Sandy Stewart. 
Peg Dunner, OT 64, and David L. Dunner, M 0 65, 
share a laugh with Margaret C. Telfer, M 0 65. 
Members of the Class of 1960 Joseph W. Eades, M D, John A. Kreager Jr., M0, 
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40 C, Barber Mueller, MD 42, Sauthor of Evarts A. Graham, The Lifo, 
Lives and Tim es of the SIIIf!,ica! Spirit of 
St. Louis, notes that the initial printing 
of the biography is largely distributed . 
Info rmation about obtaining a copy is 
available at www.eva rtsg raham .com . 
Robert H. lund, MD 49, of St. Louis 
MO and Robert H. lund Jr., MO 79, of 
Duluth MN are mourning the death of 
Glori a M. Lund , their wife and mother, 
respectively, on Feb. 20,2005. 
Roger J. Meyer, Mil 55, 
has "sca led down50Shi s professional life to 
weekl y teaching rounds at Children's 
Hospital, University o f Washington , 
and some consulting." He continues 
to serve as president of the Child and 
Family Health Foundati on , a nonprofit 
entity that funds a va ri ety of research 
and educational efforts, including a 
permanent Pediatric Lectureship at the 
university, where Meye r is clinical pro­
fes sor of pediatrics and public health. 
Robert A. O'Dell, MD 55 , of Littleton 
CO , wo rks part-time as medical direc­
tor of Yoon Rehab Center, a Korean 
reh abilitati on and physical therapy 
center in Aurora CO, where "all 
patients use interpreters l " 
James G. Creveling Jr., MD 59, writes 
that he has retired from hi s neurology 
practice. H e lives in Jacksonville FL. 
60 Thomas J. McGonagle, SMD60, received the 2004 Outstanding 
Teachin g Award for the medical 
subspecialties at the Universif)1of 
Colorado School of Medi cine, where 
he is a clinical associate professor, 
teach ing gas troen terology. 
John W. Forsyth, MD 65, has retired 
from hi s practice of intern al medicine 
and cardiology, but volunteers at clin­
ics and chairs the board of directors 
of the Community Health Centers of 
Jackson C ounty OR. Forsyth helped 
to establish the network o f volunteer 
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physicians, safef)1 net clinics and local 
hospitals that provides care for more 
than 15 ,000 low-income, wo rking 
uninsured, and other vulnerable adults 
and children. 
Warren B. Howe, MD 65, is the recip­
ient of the 2005 Citation Awa rd of the 
American College of SportS Medicine, 
granted to an individual who has 
made significant and important con­
tributions to sPOrts medicine , the 
exercise sc iences, or both . H e is Stu­
dent health physician and uni versity 
team physician at Western Washington 
University in Bellingham WA. 
lynn M. Taussig, MD 68, has 
announced that he will retire as 
president and CEO of Natio nal 
Jewish Medi ca l and Research C enter 
in Denver in January 2006, hav­
ing served in that role since O ctober 
1993. He writes, "I was fortun ate to 
receive the Distingui shed Achievement 
Award from the American Thoracic 
Society in 2002 . My wife, Lisa, and I 
are delighted to be able to spend a fair 
amount of time with our twO grand­
daughters in Denver. Except for a 
mitral-valve repair in 2002 , and some 
o f the health issues that come wi th 
the aging process , we have been quite 
healthy and abl e to travel extensively. 
J would be delighted to see classmates 
who are passing through Denver. " 
~oS Peter J. Stern, IVID 70 , the Norman S. and Elizabeth C A. Hill Professo r 
and chairman of the Department of 
Orthopaedic Surge ry at the University 
of Cincinnati Co llege of Medicine , has 
been elected president of the American 
Board of Orthopaedic Surgery. H e is a 
recent past-president of the American 
Society for Surgery of the H and. 
Richard A. linneberger, HA 79, 
received his Doctor of Ministry 
in Ecumenism degree from Wesley 
Theological Seminary in \X!ashington 
DC in May 2004. Linneberger lives in 
C hesapeake VA. 
S80 Cathy J. lazarus, MD 81, HS 86, who form erly held a posi tion at 
Tulane University, became Associate 
Dea n for Student Affairs and Medical 
Education at Chicago Medical School 
at Rosalind Franklin University of 
Medicine and Science on Feb. 1,2005 . 
Sh e commutes to New Orleans to be 
with her husband and 16-year old 
daughter, who are remaining there until 
their daughter graduates from high 
school. They also have a son in college. 
John C. Morris, MD, HS 83, is the 
recipi ent of two prestigious awards: the 
Lifetime Achievement Award from the 
Alzheimer's Association and the 2005 
Potamkin Prize for Resea rch in Pick's, 
Al zheimer's and Related Diseases from 
the American Academy of Neurology 
(see Pulse, page 6). He has been a pio­
neer in searching for ways to achieve 
early diagnosis of Alzheimer's . Morri s 
is the H arvey A. and Dorismae Hacker 
Friedman Distinguished Professor of 
N eurology and principal investigator 
at Washington Universif)"s Alzheimer 's 
Disease Research Center. 
90 Jeana D. O'Brien, MO, HS 92, Srecently transitioned from director of the 
internal medicine residency program 
to assistant medical direc tor for the 
Scott & \'(fhite Clinic in Temple TX. 
Stasi A. Gormley, OT 93, gave birth 
to her third son on Sept. 8 , 2004. 
His name is Luke, and he joins brothers 
Andrew, S J/2, and Michael , 3. 
Gormley continues to expand low 
vision rehabilitation outpatient and 
home health practice with the 
Association for the Blind and M.U.S.C 
Feldberg Center in Charleston SC 
Robert A. Bane, MD 96 , and hi s 
famil y, Amy E. Bane, MD 98, Thomas, 
7, and Laura, 4, have moved to 
Mahomet IL, near Champaign , where 
he works for C arle Clinic Association 
and is a team orthopaedic surgeon for 
University of Illinois varsity athletics. 
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Matthew M. Bruckel, MD 97, is now 
practicing emergency medicine at 
Sr. Vincenr 's Hospital in Jacksonville 
FL, after his discharge from the U.S. 
Na vy. He and his wife, Katy, had a 
daughter, Ava Mo rgan Bruckel, 
last year. 
Patricia D. Short, MD 98, and her 
husband, Jon, celebrated the birrh 
of th eir flrst child on Ju ly 14,2004. 
Anna Joy is named in honor of her 
great-grandmothers. 
Jolie C. Holschen, IVID 99 , has moved 
ro Ann Arbor MI, where she has a 
joinr ap poinrmenr in emergency medi­
cine and orrhopaedic sporrs medicine 
at the Universiry of Michigan . 
S00 Jennifer M. Dunn, MD 00, recenrly joined Nonhwest Pediarrics, 
a group practice in Sr. Louis Counry 
MO. She and her husband, Eric, 
welcomed Alison Ruth Dunn on 
July 11, 2004 . 
Tisa Mclaughlin Barry, PT 01 , 
writes that she married Matt Barty, 
a profess ional engineer, on May 15 , 
2004 . She is currently working at 
AthletiCo and Children's Pediatric 
Specialists. They live in Palatine IL. 
Ethan and Elena Korngold, M Os 01 , 
are the proud parenrs of Gabriel Jonah 
Korngo ld, born July 29, 2004. They 
live in Allsron MA. 
Kari B. Wisinski, MD 01 , and ber 
husband, Mark, welcomed their first 
child , a so n named Caden Paul , "a 
sweet, healthy boy with a charming 
smile," on Jan. 9, 2005. The Wisinskis 
are moving ro Chicago where she will 
begin a fellowship in hemarologyl 
onco.logy at Norrhwestern University. 
IN MEMORY 

Torrence A. Makley Jr., MD 43, died 
Jan. 3, 2005 , in Columbus OH at 
age 86. He was professor emeritus 
and former cbair of the Deparrmenr 
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of Ophthalmo.logy at Ohio State 
Universiry School of Medicine. The 
Torrence A. Makley Lecture and 
the Torrence A. Maldey Resea rch 
Professorship in Opluhalmology have 
been established at OSU in his honor. 
His first wife, Anne, preceded him 
in death. Survivors include his wife, 
Claudette, three sons and three 
daugh ters. 
Dorothy T. (Pulliam) Magallon, MD 
46, of New Albany IN, died July 18, 
2004, at age 8l. 
James T. Brown, MD 48, of 
Springfleld MO, died of cancer on 
Jan. 24, 2005, in Durham NC, where 
his son , James Trig Brown, MD 77, prac­
tices. A general surgeon, Brown was 
the founder of the Singing Docrors 
of Springfield. The gro up enrenained 
widely with humorous musical shows 
for nearly 40 years, raising more than 
$400,000 for scholarships for over 200 
medical srudenrs. In addi tion ro his 
son, Brown is survived by a daughter, 
Mary Louise Bro"vn, SW 76. 
Joseph A. Norton , MD, HS 49, died 
Dec. 22, 2004, in Li[[le Rock AR, at 
age 85. Following service in the U.S. 
Army Medical Corps and radiology 
residency at WashingtOn Universiry, 
he practiced for 35 years at Radiology 
Associa tes in Li tde Rock. After retir­
ing, he taught ar the Uni ve rsiry of 
Arkansas for Medical Sciences and at 
Pennsylvania Stare University Medical 
Center in Hershey PA. He served 
as president of the Arkansas State 
Medical Sociery and was active in 
community groups. Norron is 
survi ved by three daughters. 
David M. Weible, MD 50, an oph­
thalmologist, died Dec. 28 , 2004, in 
Belleair FL. 
William T. Hill , MD, HS 52, died 
Jan. 7, 2004, at age 80, in Housron 
TX. He had been chief of pathology 
at the U.S. Army area medica l lab 
and chief of staff of Rosewood 
Medical Cenrer Hospita l and Sam 
Housron Memorial Hospital. Hill 
was a founding member of the Gulf 
Coast Regional Blood Cenrer and a 
past-pres idenr of the Texas Sociery of 
Pathology. After he retired, he and his 
wife spenr time in medical miss ion 
work, establishing a clinic in Mexico 
and working with Mexican medical 
students, as well as serving in Nairobi , 
Kenya, through Pathologists Overseas. 
His wife, Anna Mary CorneJi Hill, a 
daughter and a son survive. 
William F. Turner Jr., MD 56, died 
Ocr. 28, 2004. He was an inremist 
and oncologist in Forr Smith AR. 
Casimer Jasinski, MD 57, died in 
Honolu lu on March 16, 2005, at the 
age of 80. He was a retired Federal 
Aviation Administration flight surgeon , 
a World War II Navy pilot, a Hawaii 
National Guard physician, and had 
practiced at The Queen's, Sr. Francis, 
Kuakini and Kaiser medical cenrers. 
Survivors include his wife, Doris 
Reimann Jasinski, MD 56, a son, John, 
and a daughter, Mary Ann McAndrew. 
John S. Spratt, MD, HS 59, d ied 
February 13, 2005. He Jived in 
Charlesron SC and had practiced ge n­
eral surgery. Among his .survi vors is a 
son, John A. Spratt, MD 80, a cardio­
thoracic surgeon. 
Edgar G. Givhan , MD 60, died on 
Nov. 15, 2004, in Monrgomery AL at 
age 70, following an II-year battle with 
prostate cancer. After graduation from 
medical schoo l, he rrained in internal 
and family medicine at Vanderbilt 
Universiry and served as a captain in 
the U.S. Air Force before beginning 
practice in Monrgomery. Givhan 
was nat ionally known for his garden­
ing expertise and authored six books 
on the subjecr. Survivors include his 
wife of23 years, Momgomery Counry 
District Judge Peggy Givhan , children 
and stepchildren. 
Maureen M. Fitzpatrick, M 0, HS 95, 
died Ocr. 6, 2004. She had li ved in 
Foley MN. 
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Stanley J. Korsmeyer, MD, former 
director of the division of molecular 
oncology and professor of medicine 
at Washington University, died at age 
54 in Boston MA on March 31, 2005, 
of a nonsmoking form of lung cancer. 
Korsmeyer spen t 1986 un til 1998 at 
Washington University, during which 
time he received one of four General 
Motors Cancer Foundation interna­
tional awards at a Library of Congress 
ceremony. He left St. Louis to become 
Sidney Farber Professor of Pathology 
and professor of medicine at Harvard 
Medical School and to join the 
Harvard-affiliated Dana Farber Cancer 
Institute. He is known for his trail­
blazing research into the study of 
apoptosis in cancer causation, and he 
was elected to the National Academy 
of Sciences and the American Academy 
of Arts and Sciences. Survivors include 
his wife, Susan, and two sons, Evan 
John and Jason Louis. 
Paul E. Lacy, MD, PhD, professor 
emeri tus of pathology, died Feb. 15, 
2005, in Zanesville OH, of pulmonary 
fibrosis. He was 81. Known as the 
father of islet cell transplantation, an 
experimental treatment for Type J 
diabetes, Lacy made important 
contributions to the understanding 
of the pathophysiology of beta cells. 
He was the first to perform success­
ful islet transplants, first in animals 
and then in humans in the 1980s, 
and he trained many other surgeons 
in the procedure. Lacy joined the 
Washington University faculty in 
1956, and from 1961 until 1984 
served as the Edward Mallinckrodt 
Professor and head of the Department 
of Pathology and pathologist-in­
chief at Barnes and St. Louis 
Children's hospitals. After retiring 
as department head, Lacy contin­
ued his research as Robert L. Kroc 
Professor of Pathology. His first wife 
of more than 50 years, Ellen Talbot 
Outlook Summer 2005 
Elizabeth Gray Danforth, University's former first lady 

Elizabeth Gray Danforth, who, as wife of Chancellor Emeritus William H. Danforth, MD, HS, was beloved first In recognition of her volunteer efforts, Danforth was made an honorary alumna, and she received numerous other awards, includ­
lady of Washington University in St. Louis ing the Search Award from the University's 
for nearly a quarter century, died March 30, William Greenleaf Eliot Society in 1987. 
2005, of cancer. She was 75. Other honors accorded to Danforth 
Anative St. Louisan, "Ibby," as she include the 1983 St. Louis Wellesley Award, 
was affectionately known, graduated from the 1989 Outstanding Alumna Award from 
John Burroughs School in St. Louis and John Burroughs School, and the 1990 
then earned an undergraduate degree St. Louis Woman of Achievement Award 
from Wellesley College in Wellesley, for Youth Enrichment. 
Massachusetts, in June 1950. That Danforth served as a member of John 
September, she married William Danforth, Burroughs School's board of trustees and 
who was starting his last year at Harvard alumni board, as president of the Wellesley 
University Medical School. Club of St. Louis, and as a member of 
Upon their return to St. Louis in 1951, the board of the Community School. 
she embarked upon a lifelong commit­ In addition to her husband of 54 years, 
ment to the community and Washington survivors include three daughters: Cynthia 
University, supporting her husband in Prather, of Anniston, Alabama; Maebelle 
his career of intern, U.S. Navy physician, Reed, of Tucson, Arizona; and Elizabeth 
medical resident, School of Medicine faculty Sankey, of Ladue, Missouri; a son, David 
member, vice chancellor for medical affairs, Danforth, of Clayton, Missouri; a sister, Mary 
chancellor, and chair of the University's Jane Gray, MD 49, of Philomath, Oregon; 
Board of Trustees. and 13 grandchildren. 
Lacy, preceded him in death. His sec­
ond wife, Bonnie Ma((ingly Lacy, and 
two sons, Paul Lacy Jr., and Steven T. 
Lacy, MD 80, survive. Memorial gifts 
may be made to the Juvenile Diabetes 
Research Foundation, which Lacy 
helped create. 
William L. Smiley, MD, died Feb. 
17,2005, in Chesterfield MO at age 
92. He was the first African-American 
president of the St. Louis Obstetrics 
and Gynecology Society, and one of 
the first African-American physicians 
to join the Washington University 
faculty, becoming a clinical instruc­
tor in 1950. After residency at Homer 
G. Phillips Hospital, he became a 
full-time employee there and super­
vised the hospital's obstetrics/gynecol­
ogy training program affiliated with 
Washington University. He earned a 
reputation as an authority on blood 
disorders in pregnancy and as an inno­
vator in health care policy, serving the 
city of St. Louis in a number of posi­
tions. In 1966, he became director 
of the city's Maternal Child Health 
Project and presided over the estab­
lishment of the first family-planning 
clinics in St. Louis under the Office 
of Economic Opportunity. Survivors 
include two daughters. 
George L. Watkins, MD 42, died in 
San Diego CA, on Dec. 15, 2004, 
at the age of 87. A \'{!orld War II 
veteran, he received the Presidential 
Unit Citation and the Bronze Star for 
bravery. He was an assistant profes­
sor of clinical surgery at \'{!ashington 
University School of Medicine from 
1952 to 1974. In 1973, he volun­
teered as a medical missionary in 
Thailand. He retired and moved to 
San Diego vvhere he performed out­
patient surgery for San Diego State 
University students. In 2002, he pub­
lished his autobiography, A Surgeon 
Opens Up. His wife and son survive. 
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How to increase your income 

and benefit the University. 

Consider making a life income gift with 
appreciated securities or cash to: 
- Receive a valuable charitable income tax 
deduction. 
- Receive significant capital gains tax savings. 
- Turn low-yielding assets into attractive income. 
- Receive fIXed payments for your lifetime. 
- Fulfill your charitable intent for the University. 
G 1FT ANNUITY 
Sample Rates of Return 
one-life two-life 
age rate age rate 
60 5.7% 60 & 60 5.4% 
65 6.0% 65 &65 5.6% 
70 6.5% 70 & 70 5.9% 
75 7.1 % 75 & 75 6.3% 
80 8.0% 80 & 80 6.9% 
90 11.3% 85 & 85 7.9% 
If you are age 75 and create a $50,000 gift annuity with 
appreciated securities, which have doubled in value, 
you will receive the following benefits: 
Rate of return 7.1% 
Fixed annual income for life $3,550 
Taxed as ordinary income $1,331 
Tax-free portion $1,110 
Taxed at capital gain rates $1,109 
(The entire am () unt becomes taxable in come after 12.4 years.) 
Immediate federal income 
tax deduction $22,494 
(Your charitable deduction will vary.) 
Do you own appreciated real estate? 
Consider gifting the real estate to a Washington University 
unitrust and receive a lifetime income, a charitable income 
tax deduction, and avoid capital gains tax on the sale. 
Seek advice from your tax or legal advisor when consider­
ing a charitable gift annuity and/or charitable trust. 
William Greenleaf Eliot 
A life income gift benefits both the 
donor and the University. Alice Eliot 
Schofield, the great -granddaughter 
of William Greenleaf Eliot, has seen 
firsthand the benefits of such a gift. 
"1 am proud to support the 
William Greenleaf Eliot 
Scholarship Fund through 
annual gift annuities." 
Alice Eliot Schofield, 

Robert S. Brookings Partner 

Abovt:AIlonymOOl. PlxUoi! 01 Winicm Grtenltaf 8101. 19th ("'IU~. 011 00 (dfl'i", 36 1/4,19 W 

Mildred Lant Ktmptt' An M~m,Washington Univffiity in St.louis. 

Gift in memDfY ofWiMiam Eliot Smith 110m his family. 

For further information or to request a 
personalized example, please call 
1-314-935-5848 or 1-800-835-3503, 
complete the attached reply card, or e-mail 
us at plannedgiving@wustl.edll . 
Visit us at our Web site at 
http:// plannedgiving. wustl.ed u 
~Washington
University inSt.louis 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
_____________ ______ _ 
~Washington
University in St.louis 
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE 
o Send me a personal illustration of how a charitable gift annuity 
or a charitable temainder unitrust funded with appreciated 
assets or cash would benefit me. 
Value $____________ In th e form of: 
o Cash 
o Securities ($ ) ( 
COST BASIS - C::QUC: ITi:::­AC:-: ISC:: ON::CO:C:A:::TE~ 
($ ) ('~==:rr--o Real Estate COST BASIS ACQUISITIONDATE 
Firs t Beneficiary Second Beneficiary 
Birthdate Birthdate _______ 
Relationship ______ Relationship ______ 
o Please provide information abour including Washington 
University in my estate plan. 
This information is strictly confidential. 
o I wish to become a Roben S. Brookings Partner. 
I have included Washington University in my estate 
plan through my: 
o will or trust 0 retiremen t plan assets 0 other 




City/State/Zip _ _____________ 
Daytime Phone _ ____________ _ 
E-mail ______ _ _ _ _________ 
.11 II. 
1II!l!!!1II ~ II IHH!HI II JIll 
BROOKINGSlllnlliPARTNERS 
Recognizing the Importance of Planned Gifts 
Office of Planned Giving· (314) 935-5848 or (800) 835-3503 
Fold this form and seal edges with tape to mail. 
~Washington Let us know what's new with you. 
University in St.louis honors • Use this postage-paid card...or:awardsSCHOOL OF MEDICINE • Call (314) 286-0010
activities 
• E-mail alumni@medicine.wustl.eduOffice of Medical Alumni family news 
& Development &more! 
~ame________ ____ _ _ _____ _ ______ ____ 
Address _ _ _________ _ ____ 




____ _ ________ _____ Q '" ~ 
£
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Specialty _ ________________ Class/HS Year ___________________ (/) '" 
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MS Ll LLA VEKERDY 
CAMPUS BOX : 8132 
Sickness in motion As a pox virus fuses with acell it has just infected, it 
discards the shroud-like covering it uses to "hide" as it spreads from cell to cell within 
the body (green). The complicated tracks of protein-crystals seen on a"naked" pox virus 
(inset, without shroud) mix after fusion with the cell membrane, making the collection 
of "mulberries" (blue). The event is captured using "quick-freeze, deep-etch" electron 
microscopy, aprocess created by John E. Heuser, M0, professor of cell biology and 
physiology, which lets biologists take detailed pictures of fleeting events inside living 
cells. For more about Heuser's work, please tum to page 6. 
&is WashingtonUniversity in St.lDuis 
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